
Erica Ford is a world renown human rights 

activist and anti-violence leader. For more 

than 30 years, she has impacted the lives of 

thousands of disenfranchised Black and 

Brown people in vulnerable communities, 

schools, housing projects and prisons. 

Erica’s mantra, “Peace is a LIFEstyle,” is 

evident in her tireless, innovative approach 

to creating healthy communities in New 

York City. Her approach to violence 

intervention and prevention work in South 

East Queens, NY -- which resulted in nearly 

four years without a homicide -- is widely 

respected locally and nationally by grassroot 

organizations, researchers, public safety and 

public health professionals and government officials. 

In 2002, Erica founded LIFE Camp Inc., a non-profit organization that provides marginalized youth and 

young adults with intensive case management, mentorship, access to education, employment 

opportunities and unconventional therapeutic services, to reduce violence and mitigate contact with the 

criminal justice system. Erica’s success in Queens continues to be heralded and modeled, for her 

innovative approach to addressing violence as a public health crisis. She works closely with public and 

private community stakeholders and partners to co-produce public safety, decrease incidents of gang 

violence and improve police-community relations. 

Erica’s work with LIFE Camp led to the creation of our own Chief of Streets that formed a successful 

pilot with the 113th precinct and school safety that really reimagined partnership & community policing. 

Through her tireless vision and leadership, LIFE Camp successfully partnered with the 103rd, 113th and 

105th precincts to maintain absolutely no shootings in their catchment area over 4th of July and Memorial 

Day weekends -- two holidays that typically boast a large amount of shootings. Her team has been 

successful in mediating disputes between NYPD and the community, which helped to relieve long-

standing tension. Her long-standing partnership with local precincts has made her organization a proven 

partner in public safety and a trusted community resource, from de-escalating situations, riot prevention, 

gang intervention & prevention and safe surrenders. 

In 2009, her vision of scaling her model to be used throughout NYC led to her leadership in the creation 

of the NYC Crisis Management System (CMS)an evidence-based anti-gun violence initiative that 

amplifies the leadership of community-based solutions to co-produce public safety. She was instrumental 

in the growth of this pilot of 5 sites funded at $12M evolving into a system with an office of violence 

prevention within the NYC Mayor’s Office, 34 sites throughout the 5 boroughs and 17 police precincts, 

and funding of more than $50M. CMS includes collaboration with more than 80 community 

organizations, 10 city agencies and, as lauded by the Mayor and then Police Commissioner, contributed to 

making NYC the “safest big city in America” with an overall 15% decline in gun violence and one entire 

weekend in NYC with absolutely no shootings. 



Erica’s leadership in CMS led to the Office to Prevent Gun Violence (OPVG) launching five mobile 

trauma units, 1 per borough, to connect victims of violence and families to services and resources and 

provide targeted trauma responses to communities where violent incidents occur outside of the CMS 

catchment areas.  

At the request of City Council Speaker Christine Quinn and the office of then NYC Mayor Michael 

Bloomberg, Erica played a vital role in creating the NYC Task Force on Gun Violence. 

Erica played a major role in the creative development of the mobile app Citizen, which started as a local 

pilot and is now a national resource for personal public safety awareness. 

Erica’s expertise has been proven and sought after throughout New York City and around the nation. 

She's the Co Chair of the National Black & Brown Gun Violence Prevention Consortium (BBGVPC), a 

strategic partnership comprised of black and brown-led institutions working to create equitable 

opportunities and safe communities 

In 2020, Erica was endowed with an MIT Elevate Fellowship, designed to amplify and scale the impact of 

her work as a social innovator. 

Most recently, Erica led the discussion around violence prevention with Domestic Policy Director 

Ambassador Susan Rice, other members of the Biden Administration and a curated group of Black and 

Brown leaders in gun violence prevention, therapeutic service.. The result of these discussions with the 

White House staff was the largest investment in Black and Brown communities to combat violence in the 

history of America ($10B in grants, $200M in the budget, and $5.3B in policy). 

Erica is the recipient of countless awards, proclamations and accolades from every strata, locally, 

regionally and nationally. Her birthday, April 8th has been officially proclaimed Erica Ford Day in New 

York City. She founded a local initiative called Peace Week, which is now an official date on the New 

York City calendar, and her passion for peace has made the color orange the symbol of violence 

prevention & peace worldwide. Her love for her people and work in the community has been celebrated 

by a host of celebrities and industry leaders, whom she has connected with to bring their human resources 

to her organization, from academy award-winning actress Julianne Moore hosting master classes for high 

risk youth, to Deepak Chopra partnering with LIFE Camp to co-produce the long-standing Urban Yogis 

program, to Jada Pinkett-Smith and New York Native Fat Joe joining her on a 24-hour Instagram LIVE to 

raise summer youth employment funds for NYC youth. Her work has been highlighted across countless 

media platforms, including The New York Times, New York Daily News, NY1, BET, CNN, MSNBC, 

iHeartRadio, Emmis Communications, Jada Pinkett Smith’s Red Table, Essence and O The Oprah 

Magazine, among many others. 

Erica Ford is based in Queens, NY and graduated from York College (City University of New York), 

earning her Baccalaureate Degree in Political Science. 

Location: Queens, NY  

Speaker Fees: $2,5000-$5,000 



Social Media:  

Twitter: EricaFordNYC 

Instagram: ericaford_ilovemylife 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ILoveMyLIFEVIP 

Website: https://www.peaceisalifestyle.com/about-us/founder 

https://www.facebook.com/ILoveMyLIFEVIP

